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Abstract
A checkerboard graph of a special diagram of an oriented link is made a directed, edge-
weighted graph in a natural way so that a principal minor of its Laplacian matrix is a Seifert
matrix of the link. Doubling and weighting the edges of the graph produces a second Laplacian
matrix such that a principal minor is an Alexander matrix of the link. The Goeritz matrix and
signature invariants are obtained in a similar way. A device introduced by L. Kauffman makes
it possible to apply the method to general diagrams.
MSC 2010: 57M25, 57M15
1 Seifert matrices
Classical link invariants are often computed from a Seifert matrix associated to a Seifert surface, an
orientable surface Σ with boundary equal to the link `. One begins with oriented curves a1, . . . , an
in Σ that represent a basis for the homology group H1(Σ;Z). A Seifert matrix V = (Vi,j) is defined
as the n × n matrix with Vi,j equal to the linking number Lk(ai, a+j ), where a+j is a copy of aj
pushed off of Σ in the direction of a positive normal vector.
One of the invariants of ` that can be obtained from V is the Goeritz matrix G = V + V T with
V T the transpose of V , provided that V arises from a “special Seifert surface” (see below). It is
well defined up to transformations G 7→ RGRT with unimodular R, and elementary enlargements
(or their inverses) G 7→ diag(G,±1). Another is the single-variable Alexander polynomial ∆`(x) =
Det(V − xV T ), well defined up to multiplication by ±xi, i ∈ Z. Finally, if ω is any unit-modulus
complex number, ω 6= 1, then the signature of (1 − ω)V + (1 − ω)V T is the ω-signature σω(`).
Details about each of these invariants can be found in [6].
The purpose of this note is to show how Seifert matrices and and invariants derived from them
arise naturally from Laplacian matrices of directed graphs associated to link diagrams. The ideas
here motivated [10] in which the Seifert matrix and Goeritz matrix of a link are recovered from a
modified Dehn presentation of the link group.
The Laplacian matrix L(Γ) of a directed graph Γ is the square matrix indexed by the vertex
set of Γ with diagonal entries L(Γ)i,i equal to the weighted out-degree of the vertex vi, the sum of
weights of edges with initial vertex vi, and non-diagonal entries L(Γ)i,j equal to −1 times the sum
of the weights of edges from vi to vj .
∗The authors are partially supported by the Simons Foundation.
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Figure 1: Smoothing a crossing of a diagram D.
Figure 2: Constructing the graph Γ(D) from a special diagram D.
A diagram D of a link ` is a generic projection of the link in the plane, a regular 4-valent graph,
with extra information at each vertex indicating which arc of the link passes over the other. We
assume throughout that D has no nugatory crossings, and it cannot be separated by any circle
in the plane. A standard operation of “smoothing” crossings of D, as in Figure 1, results in a
collection of Seifert disks, possibly nested, in the plane that can be rejoined by half-twisted bands
of D to produce a Seifert surface Σ for `. The diagram D is special if the disks are not nested.
Any diagram D can be deformed to a special diagram by lifting nested Seifert disks and pulling
them across bands (see [2], page 229). While conceptually simple, the process is often messy.
Alternatively, a method of L. Kauffman ([5], page 185) enables us to add unknotted, unlinked
components to D and thereby create a special diagram. The method is reviewed in Section 2.2.
By a region of a link diagram D we mean a face of the underlying projection of the link. The
diagram can be checkerboard shaded so that every edge separates a shaded region from an unshaded
one. For the sake of definiteness we adopt the convention that the unbounded region is unshaded.
The diagram is special if and only if its shaded regions form a Seifert surface of the link.
It is common to consider the shaded checkerboard graph of a plane graph D. It has vertices
corresponding to the shaded regions of D, and an edge between two vertices for every crossing at
which the corresponding regions meet. The diagram is special if and only if the graph is bipartite.
Here we consider the dual graph Γ = Γ(D), the unshaded checkerboard graph of D, with vertices
corresponding to the unshaded regions of D. The vertex corresponding to the unbounded region
will be denoted by v∞. As before, there is an edge joining two vertices for every crossing c where the
corresponding regions meet. Direct this edge and label it with the weight we equal to θ(c) = ±1,
as in Figure 2.
Define Γα,β to be the graph obtained from Γ by doubling and weighting its edges in the following
way. For every edge e of Γ from vi to vj , replace the weight we by weα; add a new edge e¯ from vj
to vi with weight we¯ = weβ.
We denote by Lv∞(Γ) (resp. Lv∞(Γ
α,β)) the principal minor of L(Γ) (resp. L(Γα,β)) gotten by
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deleting the row and column corresponding to the vertex v∞.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that D is a special diagram of an oriented link ` with unshaded checkerboard
graph Γ. Then
(i) Lv∞(Γ) is a Seifert matrix V for `;
(ii) Lv∞(Γ
1,1) is a Goeritz matrix G for `.
(iii) Lv∞(Γ
1,−x) is an Alexander matrix A for `.
From the first part of Theorem 1.1 we obtain:
Corollary 1.2. If Γ is the unshaded checkerboard graph of a special diagram for `, and ω is a
unit-modulus complex number, ω 6= 1, then the signature of the Hermitian matrix Lv∞(Γ1−ω,1−ω)
is the ω-signature σω(`).
The following corollary was proven for alternating special diagrams in [8]. The general result
below follows from Theorem 1.1 and the Matrix Tree Theorem for directed graphs using the obser-
vation that spanning trees of Γ correspond to spanning trees of Γ1,−x that are directed toward v∞.
(We are told by H. Russell [9] that the general result can also be obtained using results of [4]).
Corollary 1.3. If Γ is the unshaded checkerboard graph of a special diagram for `, then the Alexan-
der polynomial of ` is given by
∆`(x) =
∑
T
∏
e∈ET
w˜e,T , (1.1)
where T ranges over all spanning trees of Γ, ET denotes the edge set of T , and
w˜e,T =
{
we if e is directed towards v∞ in the tree T
−xwe otherwise.
(1.2)
Example 1.4. Figure 3 displays a checkerboard graph Γ associated to the (2, 6)-torus link suitably
oriented. Each of its 6 spanning trees is obtained by deleting a single edge of the graph. Removing
edge ei results in a spanning tree T with exactly i− 1 edges directed away from v∞. By Corollary
1.3 the Alexander polynomial of the link is (−x)0 + (−x)1 + (−x)2 + (−x)3 + (−x)4 + (−x)5 =
1− x+ x2 − x3 + x4 − x5. The example immediately generalizes for any (2, n)-torus link.
In order to prove Theorem 1.1 we describe a combinatorial method in [2] (see page 231), mo-
tivated by [7], for computing the Seifert matrix V = (Vi,j) associated to the special diagram D of
the oriented link `.
The shaded regions of D form a Seifert surface Σ for the link. The boundaries ∂Ui of the
unshaded regions, oriented in the counterclockwise sense, are a basis for H1(Σ;Z) (see, for example,
[2]). We can compute the linking numbers Vi,j = Lk(∂Ui, ∂U
+
j ) by a combinatorial procedure:
Following each link component in the preferred direction, at each crossing c we place a dot in
the corner of the unshaded region that is to the left of c, as in Figure 2. For each i = 1, . . . , n and
each crossing c, define:
i(c) =
{
1 if Ui contains a dot at c
0 otherwise.
(1.3)
Then
Vi,i =
∑
c∈∂Ui
θ(c)i(c), Vi,j = −
∑
c∈∂Ui∩∂Uj
θ(c)j(c). (1.4)
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Figure 3: Checkerboard graph Γ(D) of (2, 6)-torus link
(The reader is forewarned that the minus sign in this last equation is missing in [2], likely due to a
typographical error.)
Consider an unshaded checkerboard graph Γ with edges weighted and directed as in Figure 2.
We see easily that for i 6= j the crossing on the left contributes −1 to both Vj,i and L(Γ)j,i, while
the crossing on the right contributes +1 to both Vi,j and L(Γ)i,j .
We also see that the diagonal entry Vi,i is the weighted in-degree of the vertex vi of Γ. Recall
that L(Γ)i,i is the weighted out-degree. To prove statement (i) of the theorem, it remains to see
that these are equal. In the case that all indices θ(c) are +1, this holds because Γ is a directed
Eulerian graph, with in- and out-edges alternating about every vertex. If we change the weight of
an edge to −1 we also reverse its direction. One easily checks that this has the same effect on the
in-degree and out-degree of each of the incident vertices.
The remaining statements follow from the fact that reversing all edge directions of Γ has the
effect of transposing L(Γ). This is clear for non-diagonal entries; for diagonal terms we use again
the observation that weighted in-degree and out-degree are equal. Consequently, Lv∞(Γ
α,β) =
αV + βV T , for any α, β. In particular, Lv∞(Γ
1,1) = V + V T is a Goeritz matrix for `. Similarly,
Lv∞(Γ
1,−x) = V − xV T is an Alexander matrix for `.
Example 1.5. Consider the special diagram of the knot k = 52 in Figure 4. The index θ(c) is −1
for every crossing c. The associated directed graph Γ appears on the right with ordered vertex set
{v1, v2, v∞}. Its Laplacian matrix is
L(Γ) =
−1 0 11 −2 1
0 2 −2
 .
The reader can verify that the principal 2× 2 submatrix ]
Lv∞(Γ) =
(−1 0
1 −2
)
is a Seifert matrix V for the knot, while
Lv∞(Γ
1,−x) =
(−1 + x −x
1 −2 + 2x
)
is an Alexander matrix.
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Figure 4: Special diagram for k = 52 (left) and checkerboard graph Γ. The vertex v∞ is not shown.
Figure 5: Creating Seifert surface diagram.
2 Kauffman’s tracer circuits
We can describe an arbitrary diagram D of an oriented link ` schematically with oriented circles
that represent the Seifert circles of D; they are joined by short arcs representing the half-twisted
bands that join the circles. The arcs are labeled +1 or −1 according to Figure 5. An example
appears in Figure 6. We will call such a diagram a Seifert circle diagram of `.
The Seifert circles σ bound disks δ, not necessarily disjoint, in the plane. If the diagram D
is not special then at least one disk contains another in its interior. Consider such a disk δ, with
∂δ = σ.
We add an unknotted component to `, drawn in D as an unknotted circle that follows a parallel
copy of σ, staying in δ except where it detours around a crossing to an interior Seifert circle σ′,
always underneath the other arcs of D. Orient this circle in the opposite direction of σ. The new
Figure 6: Non-special diagram of Borromean rings (left) and Seifert circle diagram (right).
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Figure 7: Detail of link diagram and tracer circle (left), detail of Seifert circle diagram (center),
points qi−1, pi, qi blown up (right).
Seifert circle diagram can be gotten from the original by the following procedure. Let p1, . . . , pr
be the intersection points of σ and arcs joining σ with Seifert circles in its interior. Add points
q1, . . . , qr along σ interspersed with p1, . . . , pr. “Blow up” each point pi, qi to a small circle; that is,
replace a small neighborhood in σ of each point pi, qi with a circle σi, σ
′
i respectively. The circles
are joined to each other by the remaining segments of σ. Give σi (resp. σ
′
i) the opposite (resp.
same) orientation of σ. The arc to the left of each σi receives weight +1, while the arc to the right
receives −1. The arc that originally connected pi to an interior circle now attaches to σi. Any arc
that originally connected a segment of σ between pi and pi+1 to a Seifert circle exterior to σ now
attaches to the circle σ′i. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 7. (The sign of the crossing of the
arcs of D can be reversed without affecting the right-hand side of the figure.)
The procedure can be repeated as often as necessary so that the final diagram D] is special.
We can obtain the unshaded checkerboard graph of D] from its Seifert circle diagram by placing a
vertex in each non-circle region and joining pairs of vertices by an edge whenever the corresponding
regions are separated by an arc. If the separating arc is weighted +1 (resp. −1) then the edge is
weighted −1 (resp. +1). The direction of the edge follows the direction of the two circles on either
side if its weight is +1; otherwise it follows the opposite direction.
Example 2.1. Viewing Figure 8 from the top, we see a diagram D of the oriented figure-eight
knot k = 41, its Seifert circle diagram, and the new Seifert circle diagram of D
]. The unshaded
checkerboard graph Γ(D]), obtained here directly from D], is displayed in the second row of the
diagram. The edges leading away from v2 and v4 go to the vertex v∞.
The Laplacian matrix of Γ(D]) is
−1 1 1 −1 0
0 1 0 −1 0
1 −1 −1 1 0
0 −1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
 .
The principal 2× 2 submatrix
V =
(−1 1
0 1
)
obtained by deleting rows and columns corresponding to v3, v4 and v∞ is a Seifert matrix for the
link formed by k and two unknotted, unlinked components. The Alexander matrix V − xV T for
the link arises in a similar way from the doubled graph Γ˜(D]). This is an instance of a general
result, Theorem 2.2.
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Figure 8: Diagram D of oriented figure-eight knot (top, left); associated Seifert circle diagram
(top, center); Seifert circle diagram for D] (top, right); unshaded checkerboard graph Γ(D]) (red,
bottom, left); Γ(D]) with edge weights and labeled vertices.
For W a subset of the vertex set of Γ(D]), we denote by LW (Γ(D
])) the principle submatrix
of the Laplacian matrix L(Γ(D])) obtained by deleting the rows and columns corresponding to
elements of W . We define LW (Γ
α,β(D])) similarly. A spanning forest F of Γ(D]) is rooted at W if
each connected component of F contains a unique element of W .
Theorem 2.2. Assume that D is a diagram of an oriented link ` and D] is a special diagram
obtained by adding τ tracer circles. Let W = {vi1 , . . . , viτ , v∞}, where, for each j = 1, . . . , τ , vij
is a vertex of Γ(D]) corresponding to a region of D] that meets the jth tracer circle. Then the
conclusions of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 hold with Lv∞ replaced with LW .
Proof. The Seifert surface Σ] corresponding to D] can be obtained from Σ by puncturing each
nesting Seifert disk. The homology group H1(Σ
];Z) ∼= H1(Σ;Z) ⊕ Zτ is is free with basis B
represented by the boundaries of the unshaded regions of D].
Consider an outermost nesting disk δ and associated tracer circle σ in D]. Let Uδ,1, . . . , Uδ,s be
the bounded unshaded regions that meet σ. The sum ∂Uδ,1 + · · ·+ ∂Uδ,s is null-homologous in Σ.
We recover a basis for H1(Σ;Z) from B by discarding any one of ∂Uδ,1, . . . , ∂Uδ,s, and repeating
for each tracer circle. The desired results follow as in the proofs of Theorem 1.1 (ii) and Corollary
1.2.
Applying the All Minors Matrix Tree Theorem [3] to Theorem 2.2 we obtain the following.
Corollary 2.3. The Alexander polynomial of ` is given by
∆`(x) =
∑
F
∏
e∈EF
w˜e,F (2.1)
where F ranges over all spanning forests of Γ] rooted at W , and
w˜e,F =
{
we if e is directed towards W
−xwe otherwise.
(2.2)
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